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Abstract 
For backward stochastic differential equation (BSDE) with jumps and with non-Lipschitzian 
coefficient the existence and uniqueness ofan adapted solution is obtained. By generalizing the 
existence result on partial differential and integral equations (PDIE) and Ito formula to the 
functions with only first and second Sobolev derivatives the probabilistic interpretation for 
solutions of PDIE (a new Feynman-Kac formula) by means of solutions of BSDE with jumps is 
got. With the help of this formula a new existence and uniqueness result for the solution of 
PDIE with non-Lipschitzian force is obtained. The convergence theorems of solutions to BSDE 
and PDIE are also derived. 
Keywords: BSDE with jumps; Adapted solution; PDIE; Ito formula; Convergence theorem 
I. Introduction 
The adapted solution for a linear BSDE which appears as the adjoint process for 
a stochastic control problem was first investigated by Bismut (1973), then by Bensous- 
san (1982), and others, while the first result for the existence of an adapted solution to 
a continuous non-linear BSDE with Lipschitzian-coefficient was obtained by Par- 
doux and Peng (1990). Later Peng and Pardoux developed the theory and applica- 
tions of continuous BSDEs in a series of papers (1991, 1992, 1993, 1994) under the 
assumption that the coefficients satisfy the Lipschitzian condition globally, or locally 
but with some additional condition. Tang and Li (1994) then applied the idea of Peng 
to get the first result on the existence of an adapted solution to a BSDE with Poisson 
jumps for a fixed terminal time and with Lipschitzian coefficients. Using this result, he 
generalized the general maximum principle of Peng (1990) for the continuous SDE 
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system to the case of SDE with Poisson jumps, which also generalized the result got 
by Situ Rong (1991). 
In this paper we derive an existence result for the adapted solution to BSDE with 
jumps, with bounded random stopping time as its terminal time and with non- 
Lipschitzian coefficient. Here the coefficient is assumed to be less than linear growth, 
jointly continuous and to satisfy some weak "monotone" condition locally. Since the 
same technique can be applied to the continuous SDE, our result implies Peng's (1993) 
for continuous SDE with local Lipschitzian coefficient. We also derive the conver- 
gence of solutons for such BSDE with jumps. Then by generalizing the existence result 
of PDIE from Marhno (1976) to some more general case (quasi-linear case) and the 
Ito formula to the functions having Sobolev derivatives only, we obtain a probabilistic 
interpretation for the solution of PDIE (a new Feyman-Kac formula) by means of the 
adapted solution of BSDE with jumps. With the help of this new F -K  formula a new 
existence result for a PDIE with non-Lipschitzian and non-homogeneous term is 
obtained. Finally, we derive a Krylov type estimate in a weak form for such BSDE 
with jumps by means of its relation with PDIE. 
2. BSDE with jumps and with non-Lipschitzian coefficients 
Consider a BSDE in Ed: 
f/ f/ xt = X + b(s,x=,q=,p.e))ds - q=dw= A~ A~ 
-- p=(z)(-Nk(ds, dz), t/> 0, (1) 
A~ 
where wt is an r-dimensional standard Brownian motion process (BM), k(') is 
a Poisson point process taking values in a measurable space (Z, ~(Z)), £rk(ds, dz) is 
the Poisson counting measure defined by k(" ) with compensator//(dz)ds,/Vk(ds, dz) 
is the martingale measure such that 
Nk(dS, dz) = Nk(dS, dz) - H(dz) ds, (2) 
H( ' )  is a a-finite measure on N(Z), z is a bounded Jr-Stopping time, and X is a 9--~- 
measurable and Rd-valued random variable, where #-t is the a-algebra generated (and 
completed) by all w=, s ~< t, and Nk((O, s], U), s <<. t, U ~ ~(Z).  
We also use the following notation: ~k2{~,)([0, Z];Nd) is the set of Nd-valued C-t- 
predictable processes f (t ,  z, co) such that 
;of  E If(t, z, w)l 2//(dz)dt < oo; 
L~-)([0, z]; Nd) is the set of f (t ,  ~o), which is J radapted,  jointly measurable and 
Bd-valued such that 
Ef£  If(t, ~o)12 dt < {3O; 
2 and L(~-,) ([0, z]; R e ® r) is defined similarly. 
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Denote also L~¢.)(R a) = The set of Rd-valued functions f (z) ,  z ~ Z, which is ~(Z)  
measurable such that Ill fill = (Sz If(z)12 i I(dz))l/Z < ~;  (a, b)  = a. b = the inner 
product of a, be ~a; II q II = the norm of the matrix q~ R a®'. 
Introduce now 
Definition 1. (x,, q,, Pt) is said to be a solution of (1), iff 
1 ° (x,, qt, pt)eL{3-,)([O, z]; R a) x L~:r.)([0, z]; ~d~r) 
x ~,~,~([0,  t]; ~) ,  
2 ° (xt, q,, p,) satisfies (1). 
Definition 2. A real function p(u), u >~ O, is said to have the .~ property, iff 
p(O) = O, p (u)> 0, as u > 0, and p(u) is increasing, concave and continuous such 
that 
fo dU/p(u) = + ~.  + 
We have 
Theorem 1. Assume that z <~ T and 
l° b=b l  + b2, 
bi = bi(t, x, q, p, ~o): [0, T]  x ~a x Ea®r x L~(.)(Ra)xD ~ ~a, 
i --- 1, 2 are ~-t-adapted and measurable processes such that P-a.s. 
Ib l ( t ,x ,q ,p ,o~) l  <~ c(t), 
[bE(t ,x,q,p,e~)l  <<. c(t)(1 + Ixl + Ilqll + IIIplll), 
where c(t) >~ 0 is real and non-random such that 
T C(t)2 <: O0; dt 
2°for  all t~[0, T];  x, x i~a;  q, q i~a®r;  piELZ~.)(~a), i --- 1, 2, 
(Xa -- x2, bl(t, xx, ql ,  Pl, ~n) - bx(t, x2, q2, Pz, co) <~ c(t)(p(lxx - x2 [2) 
+ Ix~ -x21(l lqa - q211 + IIIpx -p2111)), 
[ bl(t, x, q, p l ,  co) - ha(t, x, q, P2, to) I ~< c(t) I[Ipx - P2 III, 
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]b2(t, x l ,  ql, Pl ,  CO) - -  b2(t, x2, q2, P2, co)l ~< c(t)(lxl - x21 
+ Itql - q2ll + I}[pl - p21ll), 
where c(t) has the same property in 1 °, and p(u) has the A property; 
3 ° b(t, x, q, p, co) is continuous in (x, q, p)e Na x Nd®r x L2(.)(Na); 
4 ° X is ~-measurable,  and ElXl  2 < oo. 
Then (1) has a unique solution (x,, q,, p,). 
Remark 1. "Uniqueness" here means that if(xl, ql, Pl), i = 1, 2 are two solutions of (1), 
then 
e f] ,x ~, - xZl2dt =O, E f]  ,,q~, - q2l l2dt  = 0, 
Ef£  Illp~ - pfflllZdt = o. 
Remark 2. In the one-dimensional space if b only depends on (t, x) and is decreasing 
in x e R t, then 2 ° is satisfied by b. Hence 2 ° can be referred to as a weak "monotonicity 
condition". 
By using the conditional expectation method of Peng (1993) and some localization 
technique one can relax condition 2 ° to a local condition provided that X satisfies 
5 ° IX[ 2 ~< ko, P-a.s. 
where ko ~> 0 is a constant, and X is ~--~-measurable. 
Corollary 1. Assume that all conditions except 1 ° and 2 ° in Theorem 1 hold, and assume 
that 5 ° also holds and 
1 °' b=bl  +b2,  
[b l ( t ,x ,q ,p ,  co)l <~ c(t)(1 + Ix[), 
Ib2(t, x, q, p, co)[ ~< c(t)(1 + [xl + II q II + Illpl[[), 
where c(t) >~ 0, non-random and 
Tc(t)2 < oo ; dt 
2 °, For all te l0 ,  T ] ;  q, qleRa~r; p, pieLg(.)(N a) 
Ibz(t, x l ,  ql, Pl, co) - bz(t, x2, q2, P2, co)l 
<~ cN(t)( I x1 -  x2[ + I[ q l -  q2 II + III p l -  p2 [[[); 
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(x l  - -  x2, bl(t, x l ,  qx, Pl, co) - -  bl(t, x2, q2, P2, co)) 
<~ CN(t)(pN(IXl -- X212) + IXl -- X21(llql -- q2 II + IIIPl -- P2Itt)), 
I bx (t, x, q, Pl, co) - bl (t, x, q, P2, co) l ~< cn(t)III pa - p2 III, 
as Ixl  ~ N, I x~l ~< N, i = 1, 2, N = 1, 2, ... ; where cN(t) and pN(U) have the same 
property as c(t) and p(u) in 2 ° of Theorem 1 for each N, and no generality is lost to 
assume that 
CN(t) <~ CN+ a(t), pN(t) <~ pN+ l(t),for all N. 
Then (1) has a unique solution (xt, q,, pt). 
To show Corol lary 1 we need the following interesting 
Proposition 1. Assume that z <~ T, and 
I b ( t ,x ,q ,p ,  co)l <<. c(t)(1 + Ixl + Ilqll + IIIPlII), 
where c(t) satisfies conditions in 1 °, and assume that 5 ° holds. I f  (xt, q~, Pt) is a solution of 
(1), then there exists a constant No depending on ko, T and c(')  only such that 
I xtl <<- No, for all t ~ [0, z], P-a.s. 
i.e. xt is uniformly bounded in t ~ [0, z], w 6 f2. 
Proof. By the Ito formula 
f/ ;/ I x,A~ 12 ---- 1212 + 2x,b(s, xs, q~, p,, co) ds - II q~ II 2 ds A~ A~ 
; f/ - IIIp~lll2ds + dM~,  (3) AT A~ 
where M, is a C-t-martingale. From this as 0 <~ r <~ t ~ T (E'¢'(x)~E(xlJ-t)) 
( I l l z lft~ 2as) IIq, llZds + ~ IIIPslll E y,A, IX,A~I 2 + ~ ~,~ ,~ 
f/ ;/ ~< EY'A~IXI 2 + r + 5E J'~" c(s)21xsl2ds + 2E ~'A" c(s)lx~leds A~ At  
f/ ~< r + ko + (2c(s) + 5c(s)e)g~'~'lx~A~12ds. 
Hence by the Cronwall inequality 
( 1; ,;/ ) 
g ~'~' Ixv~12+~ A I Iq~l l2ds+~ A IIIP~lll2ds 
(f/ ) ~< ( r  + ko)exp (2c(s) + 5c(s)2)ds <~ No. (4) 
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Let r = t. Then 
Ix,^~l 2 ~< No, 
i.e. P-a.s. for all t e [0, z], 
Ix, I 2 = Ix,^~l 2 ~< No. [] 
Now we are in a position to prove Corollary 1. 
Proof. For each N let WN(x)e C~(R a) be such that 
WN(x)__{ ~ for ,x l~<N+2,  
for [x [>~N+3,  
[WN(x) -  WN(y)[ ~< k-o[X - y[ for all x ,y~R d, 
and 0 ~< WN(x) ~< 1, where k-o is a constant. Define 
bN(t, x, q, p, o2) = b(t, x, q, p, co)" WN(x). 
Then it is easily seen that if one lets 
6N(t) = c(t)(1 + N + 3)/~o + cN+3(t), 
~N(u) = p~+3(u) + u, 
then for each N the global condition 2° in Theorem 1 holds for b N with respect to such 
6s(t) and pN(u). Hence by Theorem 1 there exists a unique solution (x~, q~, p~) of (1) 
with such b N for each N. 
Applying Proposition 1 one sees that there exists a natural number No 
I x~l ~< No + 2 for all N = 1, 2 . . . . .  
Hence (x~ °, q~o, pro) is a solution of (1). The uniqueness will be derived by Lemma 
2 below. [] 
Let us give an example to show that under conditions of Theorem 1 or Corollary 
1 coefficient b can be non-Lipschitzian i x. 
Example 1. b = bl + be, where b2 satisfies conditions of Theorem 1 and we assume 
that 0 ~< vi(t  , 09), i = 1, 2, 3, are ~-t-progressive processes on [0, T ]  and uniformly 
bounded. 
Let 
3 
bl = ~, b l i ,  
i=1  
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where 
bl l (t, x, q, p, m) = --Ixro-2x.va(t,o~)Ix~o, 
bx2(t, x, q, p, o9) = - ixr,-2x.v2(t,  og)lx ~ o( llq l[ Iiiqll <ko + kolllqlt >ko)' 
b l3 ( t  , x ,  q, p, ~o) = - -  ]xlr2-2x'va(t, ~)Ix~o(l l lp l l l l i l lp l l  I ~k, + klliiipllt >kl) ,  
and ki >~ 0, i = 0, 1; r~e(1, 2),j = 0, 1, 2; which are all constants. Then bl satisfies all 
conditions in 1 °, 2 ° and 3 °, but it is not Lipschitsian continuous. 
Now we are going to prepare a series of lemmas and theorems, which are necessary 
for proving Theorem 1, and are of interest on their own. 
Lemma 1. Assume that z <~ T, E lXl 2 < oo, and 
(x, b(t,x,q,p,m) > ~< c(t)(1 + IX[ 2 + Ixl(I]qll + IIIPlII)), 
where c(t) has the property stated in 1 ° of Theorem 1. 
I f  (x,  qt, P,) is a solution of(l), then 
E(suplx '12+f~l lq ' l l2dt+f~l l lp ' l l l2dt )  < < ' k T < ° ° ' , ~  
where kr >>- 0 is a constant depending on T, S~ c(t)2 dt and EIXI 2 only. 
Proof. Similarly as for (4), one gets that for all t e [0, T ] 
( l f /  l f /  ) IIq~ll2ds + ~ IIIpslll 2ds ~<~r, E Ix,A,I 2 +~ A, A, 
where 
(; ) gr = ( r  + ElXlZ)exp (2c(t) + 5c(t)2)dt .
In particular, 
1; lfo ) g( Ixo l2+~ [Iqsl l2ds+~ IIIp~lll2ds ~<k'~. 
Note that 
( IXtA~I2 ~< 42 [X012 + b(s,x~,q~,p~,o)) 
,0 
+ q~dws "k- ps(Z)l~k(dS, dz) = 4 ~ I i. 
i=1 
216 
However, 
f l  At dws 2 E sup Q~ 
t<~ T 
Similarly, 
E sup I 4 ~< Co~ T < 00. 
t<~T 
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by the martingale inequality 
f[A ~< 2E II q~ II 2 ds ~< 4kr < c~. 
<. 
where 
pl(u) = 2p(u) + 5u, 
<~ c(t)(p(lxl - x2l 2) + Ix1 - x2l(tlqx - q2 II -4- Illpa - p2lll)), 
for all (xi, qi, Pl)e ~a x IR a®r x L2(.)(Ra), i = 1, 2, 
where c(t) has the same property as that in 1 ° of Theorem 1, and p(u) has the A property. 
Then the solution of( l )  is unique. 
Proof. Let 
X, = x~t - x2t, Qt = q~t - qZt, P, = pXt - pZt. 
Then by the Ito formula for X, as in (3) one gets that 
( if( if( ) = II Q, II2ds + ~ II[Pslll2ds Z, E [XtA~12+2 /x~ /~ 
~< E (2p(IX~l 2) + 51x~le)q(s)ds 
Ar 
ft r p l(Z,)c l  (s) ds, 
el(s)  = c(s) + c(s) 2. 
Moreover, by the Schwarz inequality 
E c(s)]]qs]]ds <~ [c(s)[ZdsE Hqsl]Zds, 
0 
(f5 f; ; E c(s)]Hp~H]ds < [c(s)[2dsE H]ps[H2ds, 
etc. Hence 
4- 
E sup [ x,~,~l 2 ~ 4 2 ~ sup [Ii[ ~ kr < co. [] 
t<~T i=lt<~T 
Lemma 2. Assume that all conditions in Lemma 1 hold and 
F ° (x l  - x2, b(t, Xl, ql ,Pa, o~) - b(t, x2, q2, P2, o~)> 
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Hence (see Situ, 1985) 
Z, = 0, for all t s [0 ,  T] .  
It implies that for all 0 ~< t ~< T 
fo E[XtAd 2 =0,  E IlQ, ll2ds = o, E Illpsl[12ds=O. [] 
Theorem 2. I f  in Theorem 1 
b l  ----0, 
then (1) has a unique solution (xt, qt, Pt). 
Theorem 2 will be proved in the next section. Let us prove Theorem 1 now. 
Proof  of Theorem 1. For  simplicity we assume that b2 = 0. (In case b2 v~ 0 we can just 
smooth out bl and proceed as follows.) Let us smooth out b to get b n, i.e. let 
J d (U)={;aexp( - - (1 - - [u ,2 ) - l )  for ,u, < 1, 
otherwise, for all u e ~a, 
such that constant ca satisfies 
fR Ja(u)du = 1; a 
and for u ~ ~a ®r (it is viewed as a d" r-dimensional vector), Jar(u) is similarly defined. 
Set for x ~ ~a, q ~ ~a ® 
J(x, q) = Ja(x)'Ja,.(q). 
Define 
b°(t'x'q'P'og) = fR" × R.. b(t 'x  - n -12 'q  - n-lft'P'o9)J(x'cl)d2d~l" 
Since for each n = 1, 2 . . . .  it is easily seen that 
[bn(t, Xl, ql, Pl, o9) - b"(t, x2, q2, P2, 09)1 
<~ k,c(t)(lxx - x2[ ---]- [Iq, - q2[] q- ]][Pl - -  P211[), 
as (xl, ql, P3 e ~a x ~a®, x L2~.)(~d), i = 1, 2. Hence by Theorem 2 there exists a unique 
solution (xt, qT, PT) of the following BSDE (denote t' = t A z below) 
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By the Ito formula 
1x7 - $12 = 2 j,- - x:).(b”( 
s 
s, $3 qs”, $9 4 - W, x:, q:, p:, 4)ds 
s 
* - 2 (xs” - x:) . (4s” - q:) dw, - I/ q; - q: I/ 2 ds 
t’ 
-2 (xs” - x:) .(ps” - p:)&(ds, dz) 
- ss r IP~-~~12Ni(d~~dz)=i~l~i~ 1’ z 
Note that 
I1 =2~~(x:-x:).~(s,x”-m-~~,q:m-l~,p~,w) 
- b(s, x: - n- ‘x, q: - n-‘q, p:, w))J(X, q)dxdqds 
62 ‘ds ((p(~x,“-x:-((m-‘-n-‘)xJ2)+~~~-x~-((m-’-~--’)x~ 
s s 1’ 
x(llqy-q:-(m-l-n -‘ka + IlIP,” - P:lll)m 
+ lm-’ -n-l l IXl2c(s))J(X, q)dxdq. 
Since by Lemma 1 for all n 
Hence 
s 
*llq:-q:II’ds+ 
1’ 
Q 6 ss tT (p(E(x~-~;~-(m-‘-n-‘)~~~)+Elx~-x~~/~) 
xJ(X, q)dxdqc1(s)2ds + E&C’ + n-l), 
where cl(t)’ = am + c(t). Note that 
p(2E(x: -x;,/’ + 2(m-’ - n-‘)2lXl2) < p(2kT + 21X12). 
But by assumption it yields that 
s 
p(2kT + 2lX(‘)J(X, q)dxdq < p(2KT + 2) < co. 
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Hence by Lemma 1 and by the Fatou lemma it is easily seen that 
lim EIx~,-xTI 2 + lim E r~( Iq~-q~l  2 + IIIP~-p~lllZ)ds 
Jc 
where 
p~(u) = p(u) + u, 
since Pl (u) is increasing, therefore (cf. Situ, 1985) 
lim E Ix~,-x,~,12=O, for a l l te [0 ,  T] ,  t '=tAz  
m,/i--* oo 
and 
lim E (Iq~" - qTI 2 + IIIP~' - P~lll2)ds = 0. 
m, n--* oo 
By Lemma 1 
I x.,~l <<.Kr<oC. E sup " 2 
t<~ T 
Hence by the Lebesgue domination convergence theorem as m, n --, oc 
fo e Ix;' - x~'l 2 d t  ~< E I x~'A~ - -  x~A,I 2 d t  
= EIx~, - XTA~I2 dt ~0.  
O 
Let now for (x., q., p.)eL~r,) ([0, z]; R a) x L~-) [0, z]; ~a®,) 
x o~g.(~,) ([0, t]; ~)  = B 
II(x., p.,  p.)ll = IIx. lll + IIq. ll2 + lip-113, 
where 
fo ;;, IIx. II 2 =E Ix~12ds= Ix~(to)t2d,(s, to), O, T] xO 
fo ;f, II q. II 22 = E IJ q~ II 2 ds = II q,(to)II z d~,(s, co), O, T] x12 
fo IIp. II 2 =E IIIpslll2ds= Illps(to)lll2d/~(s, to), 0, T] xI2 
where 
d#(t, to) = Ito <t .< ,t~o))(t, to) dt P(dto). 
219 
(6) 
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Then (/~, [1 " [I) is a Banach space. By the completeness of/~ there exists a unique (x., q., 
p.)6/~ such that as n ~ 
[I (x".,q".,p".) - (x.,q.,p.)l[ ~ 0. 
Therefore there exists a subsequence {nk} of {n}, denote it by {n} again such that as 
n-+oo 
X~ (co) -+ X, (co), 
qT(co) "* qt(co), 
p~(~o) --~ p, (co), 
Hence as n ~ oo 
in ~d, 
in ~d.~, 
in L2()(~d),/~-a.e. (t,co)~ [0, T]x(2 .  
b"(s, x~(co), q~(co), p~(cn), co) ---+ b(s, x~(co), qs(co), P,(co), co), 
/~-a.e. (s, co) e [0, T ] x O. 
In fact: 
I b"(s, x~(co), q~(co), p~(co), co) - b(s, xs(co), as(co), ps(co), co)] 
f ib(s ,  x:(co) - n iX, qaco) - n 'a, P~(co), co) 
-- b(s, xs(co), qs(og), Ps(co), co)lJ(x, ~) d:¢ d~ = I,. 
But by assumption 1° and the continuity of b = bl in (x, q, p) as n + 
I, ~0 .  
Since now we know that I b"(t,.)l and I b(t,. )1 are smaller than c(t), by taking the limit 
in LI(f2, J , P )  one obtains that (xt, q,,p,) is a solution of (1). The uniqueness of 
solution for (1) is derived by Lemma 2. [] 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 and convergence theorems of solutions 
In this section we are going to prove Theorem 2. For this we first discuss a simpler 
BSDE as follows: 
f/ f/ xt = X + f (s ,  co)ds - q~dw~ - p~(z)ff[k(dS, dz), t ~> O, (7) A~ A~ A~ 
we have 
Lemma 3. I f  z is a bounded stopping time, X is a ~'-~-measurable and Rd-valued random 
variable, f (t, co) is a f cadapted and ~a-valued random process such that 
fo EIX[2 < oo, E ]f(s, co)12 ds < o% 
then (7) have a unique solution. 
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Proof. Let 
X t = + S S At • 
At  
This makes sense, since by assumption 
X f f  2 E + f(s) ds <oe for allt~>0. 
AT 
Hence 
221 
But 
M,A~ = E X + s) dsIYtA~ = f(s) ds + x.  
and by (*) 
; ; fof X + f(s) ds = Xo + q~dw~ + ps(z)/Yk(ds, dz). 
Hence 
f f  ftiT q~dw~ f f  fz 
X + f(s) ds -- -- p~(z)lVk(ds, dz) 
Ar A~ 
= Xo + q~dw~ +.  . p,(Z)Nk(dS, dz) -  f(s)ds 
dO dz  
ptA~ 
= MtAT-- ] f(s)ds= x,. 
30 
f T E (llqsll2+lllpAII2)ds<oo as t < oe. 
0 
Note that 
is a square integrable martingale. Hence by the martingale representation theorem 
(e.g. see [Tang and Li, Lemma 2.3]) there exists a unique (q,, Pt) such that 
Mt=Mo+flq.~dws+fofzps(z)lV.k(ds, dz), t~>0, (.) 
and 
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It is proved that (xc, q,, Pc) satisfies (7). Now by the Jensen inequality 
E ff lxcledt = E g(x + f, /(s)ds J cA , )2dt  
f fEX  f f  f(s) as 2 ~< + dt < oo, 
At 
where we assume that 0 ~< z ~< T. Note also that 
gf~ (llqzll 2 + IIIp=lllE)ds ~< g f ;  ([Iq=[I 2 + IIIP~tll2))ds < oo. 
Hence (xc, q,  Pc) is a solution of (7). 
The uniqueness of solution to (7) is derived by the Ito formula. [] 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Similarly to [Tang and Li, 1994] let us use the contractive 
mapping principle to show this result. Introduce a new norm as follows: 
For (x., q., p,)e/~(/3 is defined in (6)) let 
f, II (x., q., p.)ll 2 = supe-bA(C)Elxc/xtl 2 + sup e-ba(C)E Ilq=ll 2ds 
t <~ T c <~ T dtA~ 
f, + sup e-ba(C)E Illp=lll2 ds, 
t <~ T dcA~ 
where b >i 0 is a constant, which will be determined later, and 
~ T A(t) = c(s) 2 ds. 
Denote 
H = {(x., q., p,)e/~: II(x., q., P.)IIM < oo}. 
Then (H, II. II M) is a Banach space. 
Now by Lemma 3 for any (£i., t]i., ft.)e H, i = 1, 2, there exist unique solutions 
(x~, q~, Pl), i = 1, 2, of the following BSDE 
f/ f/ f/;z -i -i -i co) ds q~ dw~ p~(S)Nk(dS, z)  i X + b(s,x=,q=,p=, - -X t = At A~ At 
for all t ~> 0, i -- l, 2; 
moreover, by Lemma 1 (xk, qk, ft.)e H, i = l, 2. By the Ito formula 
( f, ) E Ix,~^, - x,2^,l 2 + IIq2-qffll2ds+ IIIp~-pfflll2ds 
A~ A~ 
(f -1 -212 as+ I1~ ~ffll2as <<.~-IE Ix= -x= 
Ar At  
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+ III/~ - ff,21112 ds) + ~E c(s)21x2 - x,212 ds 
At  ,]tAr 
= ~- l I~  + ~E c(s)2lxl  -- x~12 ds 
At 
<~ ~/-~I 1 + ~ c(s)2E(Ix~^t - x~Atl2)ds 
~< ~-~I  1 + exp(~(A(t) - A(s)))c(s)2I~ ds, 
where we have applied the following result. 
Lemma 4. (Gronwall inequality). I f  0 <. Yt <~ ~-lv~ + ~trc(s)2y~ds,  t >1 O, where 
~ > 0 is a constant, then 
Yt ~< ff-lvt + exp ff c(r)2 dr c(s)2v, ds, t >>. O. 
Denote 
u,  = I~ ,  ~ - ~,~12. 
Note that A(t) is decreasing, then 
e-b'A(OE us ds <~ e - A(°b EusA~ ds 
,)tAt 
~< T sup  e-bA(S)EUsA, ,  
s<~ T 
e - b. A(,) . e~A(t) -- A(~)) C(S)2 E u, dr ds 
A~ 
e -(b - •)(A(t) - A(s))c(S)2 ds T sup  e-  ba(r)Et#A,  
r~<T 
~< T sup e-ba~nEu,A,(b - ~)- 1, 
r<~T 
Denote now ut = E ~t~,t II ~ - ~ff II ~ as 
-hA(t) f t  T e~(A(t) -- A(s))c(S)2Us ds e 
~< sup  e-  bA(s)u s e- (b  -- f)(A(t) -- A(s)) C(S)2 ds 
s<~ T 
< sup e-bA(')U~'(b -- ~)- I  
s<~ T 
fo r0<~<b.  
E t or ~,Atl[I/~ p21ll2ds. Then 
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Hence 
ii(x 1. _ x2.,ql. _ q2., pl. _ p2.) N 2 
~< Max(3~- I (T + 1), 3(b - 4)- 1( T + 1))rl (.~1. _ ~2. ,  t~l. _ t~2., j01. _ i f2.) I I  2. 
After appropriately choosing ~ and b, one can easily complete the proof. []  
Now we have the following convergence theorem for solutions of BSDE (1). 
Theorem 3. Assume that z is a J-rstoppin# time for n = O, 1, 2 . . . .  
1 ° b" = b"(t, x, q, p, o~): [0, T ]  × •d x ~a®r X L~(.)(~ d) ~ ~a are f t -adapted such 
that P-a.s. 
(x,  b"(s, x, q, p, co)) < c(s)(1 + Ixl 2 + Ixl(llqll + IIIpHI)), 
where c(t) has the property as that of 1 ° in Theorem 1; 
2 ° (x l  - x2 ,  b°(t, x l ,  qa, Pl, ~o) - b°(t, x2, q2, P2, 09)) 
<, c(t)(p([xl -- x2] 2) + Ix1 -- xzl([lqx -- q211 + [[[Pl - PzIH)), P-a.s., 
for all (xi, qi, Pi)~ ~a x ~a®r x L~(.)(~a), i = 1, 2, 
where p(u) has the same property stated in 2 ° of Theorem 1, 
3°X" is YTAt-adapted for all n = O, 1, 2, . . . ,  and 
E(X" -  X°12 ~O,  as n ~ oo, ElX"l  z< oo; 
4 ° lira sup I T lb" ( t ,x ,q ,p ,~n) -b° ( t ,x ,q ,p ,  og)[2dt=O. 
n~oo XERa, qER d®r  • l o  
p ~ L~l ( . )(Ra), o~ e l2 
I f  (x~, q~, PT) are solutions of the followin# BSDEs: as 0 <~ s <~ T 
n ~ X n n n n - -  - -  xs/x~ + b"(r, x, ,  qr, Pr, o~)dr q~ dw, p~Nk(dr, dz), 
dsAz  dsAr  dsAr  dZ  
n---0, 1,2 . . . . .  
then for all 0 <~ s <~ T 
( ) l imE ]x~"/x~ o z --x~Ad + ( l lq~-q° l [Z  + l l lp~-p° l l lZ )dr  =0.  
n~oo , J sAz  
Proof. By the Ito formula (3) one has 
E [x~A~ o 2 " -x~/x~] + ( l lqT -q° l l2+l l lpT -p° l l [E )dr  
,./sAt 
<~ ko c~(r)2p~(EIx",A~ -- x°A~12) dr + E IX  ~ - X°l 2 
f f  " . . bO(r, . . . e~)12dr, + koE ]b"(r, x,,  q~, p,, m) - x, ,  q,, p,, 
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where 
cx(r) a = c(r) 2 + c(r) + 1, pl(u) = p(u) + u. 
Hence 
lim E lx~,, 0 2 x~A~I <<. ko Cl(r)Zpl lim °A,12 - -  E I  x~A,  - -  x dr. 
n ~  k n--~ ~ 
Therefore (cf. Situ, 1985) 
lim El " o 2 xs/x~ -- xs/x~[ = O. 
n~ oo 
The other conclusion now is easily derived. []  
We also have some other useful convergence theorem as follows: 
Theorem 4. Assume that for all (x, q, p), (y, ~,/~)e ~ x ~n®' × L2( )(~ n) 
1 °' [b"(t ,x,q,p,~o)[~<ko(l+[x[+l[q[[  +I [P[[[), n=O,  1, .. . , where 
a constant; 
2 °, (x  - y, b"(t, x, q, p, ~) - b"(t, y, Ft, p, 02)) <<. c(t)(p(lx - yl z) 
+ Ix -  y l (L Iq -  ~ll + Il lp-frl l l)), p-a.s, n = 1,2 . . . .  
where c(t) and p(u) have the same property as that in 2 ° of Theorem 3; 
3 °' The same as 3 ° in Theorem 3; 
4 °' l im,~ob"( t ,x ,q ,p ,  o2) = b°(t ,x ,q,p,  tn), P-a.s. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 3 still holds. 
The proof  can be completed similarly as that of Theorem 3. 
225 
ko >~ 0 is 
4. App l i ca t ion  to  PDIE  
Applying the idea of Peng (1991) to explain the solution of partial differential 
equations (PDE) by the solution of BSDE one can have a probabil istic interpretation 
for the solution of partial differential and integral equations (PDIE) by means of the 
solution of BSDE with jumps. 
For  this we need some preparat ion on PDIE.  
Let D be a bounded domain in R d, OD be the boundary of D, D c = R ~ - D. 
Consider the following first boundary problem (8): 
d 
~0% .... u(t, x) ~ c~u(t, x)/t3t + ~, bi(t, x)au(t, x)/t3xi 
i=1  
1 a 
+ 2 i, ~j= 1 aO(t' x)~32u(t' x)/c3xi dx~ 
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+ (u(t, x + c(t, x, z)) -- u(t, x) - ~ ci(t, x, z)Ou(t, x)/Oxi)II(dz) 
i=1  
=f(t ,  x, u(t, x), u'~(t, x)'a(t, x), u(t, x + c(t, x, ")) - u(t, x)), 
t• [0 ,  T), xeD;  (8 h 
u(T, x) = q~(x), u(t, x)[o~ = ~9(t, x), qJ(T, x) = (P(x)[o,, (8)2 
u•  W~'2([0, T ]  x R a) = w~'z([0, T ]  x Nd; Nm), 
where for coefficients b, a, c one makes the following assumption (A): 
A.1. b: [0, T ]  x Nd __. Nd, 
is bounded measurable; 
A.2. a: [0, T ] x R d -o R a ~r 
is bounded, measurable; continuous in x (uniformly with respect o t), and continuous 
in t such that there exist constants 60 and ko > 0 satisfying (here we denote 
a = aa* =(aii)) 
601212 ~< (2, a2)  ~< ko[•] 2 for all 2•Ra;  
A.3. for arbitrary G c ~d-bounded omain there exists a measure/7( . )  such that as 
(s, x) • [0, T ]  x G 
n(s, x, A) -flA(c(s, x, z))n(dz) < a(A), 
f ly121q(dy) < oo, f lYln(dY) < ~;  
and 
t" 
l im[  ([c(s, x, z)[ 2 - [c(s, x', z)[2[II(dz) -- O; 
x~x ' JZ  
for functions f ¢, ¢ one makes the following assumption (B): 
B.l. f : [0 ,  T ]  xD× R"x  Rm®rxL~I)(R m) ~ R m 
is measurable such that for all u • W~'2([0, T] x ~a) satisfying (8)2 
g" • Lv([0, T ]  x D), 
where 
9"(t, x) =f( t ,  x, u(t, x), u" (t, x)" a(t, x), u(t, x 4- c(t, x, ' )) -- u(t, x)); 
and for arbitrary r l ,  r2 • ~m; ql, q2 • ~m®r; pl, p~ •L2m.)(~m) 
If(t, x, r l ,  ql, Pl(.)) - - f ( t ,  x, r2, q2, P2(.))] 
ko(lrl - r2l 4- ][ qa - q2 ][ 4- [[]Pl - P2[[]), 
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w 2(' - '/P~(R~); (~o : R d -~ Rm); B.2. ~pe, ,p 
B.3. ~ e W~'2([0, T] x D*); (~J: [0, T]  x D * ~ W~); 
B.4. t3D • 0 2 (for definition of 02 see Ladyzenskaja et al., 1968). 
We have 
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions (A) and (B) /f p > d + 2, then (8) has a unique 
solution u(t, x )•  W1'2( [0 ,  T]  x ~d) such that 
II u II w~',~(co, T] x R d) < CO( II g~ II L,(t0, T1 × D) + II ~ II W~"~IC0, T] x O ~) 
2(1- lip) d + II ¢p II w~ (R)), 
where Co is a constant. 
Remark 1. In case condition B.1 is strengthened to be 
B.I' f :  [0, T ]  xD -~ R m such that 
f•  Lp([0, T ] x D); 
then Theorem 5 becomes Theorem 2 of Marhno (1976) in the case of u(t, x)-valued in 
m-dimensional space. Hence Theorem 5 is a generalization of it. 
Proof of Theorem 5. For each ui • WJ'  2 ([0, T ] x R a) satisfying (8)2 by Theorem 2 of 
Marhno (1976) there exists a unique t~i• WJ '2([T - h, T ]  x ~a) such that 
~f b .... ui = f (t, x, ui(t, x), ui" (t, x)" a(t, x), ui(t, x + c(t, x,.)) - ui(t, x)), 
for all tE[T-h,  T] ,  xED, 
~i(T, x) = (p(x), Oi(t, x)l~ = ¢(t, x), ~h(T, x) = ¢p(x)l~. 
Moreover, 
I1~1 a2 < collg"' gU211 - II~u.2(tr_h, rl×D) P - -  Lr([T_h,T]xD )
;;fo = Co dt ]gUl __ gU21P(t ' x)dx -h  
<k'o f f _hdt fD 'U l - -U2 l lP ( t ,x )dx  
f;;o + dt [I u'lx ' P - u2x l[ (t, x) dx -h  
f; + dt II u'~x - u~x [I 2(t, x + gy)d~lyl2H(dy)W2dx) 
3 
i=1 
where I[ u" [I = the norm of m x r-matrix. 
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By the Sobolev imbedding theorem (e.g. see Ladyzenskaja etal., 1968, Lemma 4.5, 
p. 305) 
II/p ~ ch 11[ux - u2  IIw;.~(tr-h, rl×o). 
Similarly, 
112/v <<- chl/2 II g t  - -  /"/2 II W~'Z([T-  h, T] x D)" 
p f 13 ~<c sup [u lx-t l2xl  (t,x)meas(D)[ lyl2H(dy)lp/2h te(T- h, T),xeD 
~</~ollul -- U2H~v3.2tET h,T]×O) "hl+;'p, 
where/~o is independent of 2 and h, and 
0<22=l - (d+2) /p<l ,  
and we have applied Lemmas 11.3.3 and IV.4.5 of [4]. (See Ladyzenskaja etal., 1968, 
p. 80 and p. 305). 
It yields that as 0 < h < 1 
Ir 171 a2 v v - IIW¢.~eT_h. TaxO)<~k-~I[Ul --UzlIw,.~(ET-h, T2×~')'h. 
On the other hand, 
1117x 172 p - [I w ,~2<ET-  h, r l  × D'> - -  O. 
Therefore 
[1171 -- 17211wp2t[T h,T ]xR ' )  ~ kollul - u2llwp2(ez h,T]xRe) "h. 
Now take h > 0 small enough, then there exists a unique 
u(t, x)e W~'2([T - h, T]  × •d) 
satisfying (8)1 as t e IT -- h, T ], x • D, and satisfying (8)2. From this it is not difficult o 
derive the conclusion. [] 
Consider now the forward SDE (FSDE) with Poisson jumps in •d for any given 
(t, x)e [0, T]  xD 
y~ = x + b(r, y,)dr + a(r, y,)dw, + c(r, y,_, z)lVk(dr, dz), 
t .N< s ~< T, (9) 
Moreover, 
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where ~k is as in (2). By Theorem 1 of [Marhno, 1976] under assumption (A) (but the 
following condition is not necessary: 
a(s, x) is continuous in s and 
f lylffl(dy) < oo, 
see [Marhno, 1976]), (9) has a weak solution unique in law. Denote now 
Y,.s = a(w(r) - w(t), Nk(t, r), U) for all t <<. r <<. s, Ue~(Z) ) .  
Then (9) has a pathwise unique strong solution yt/X ("strong" means that it is 
J t . :adapted)  under additional assumption (A)': 
(A)' 2(yl  - Y2, b(s, Yl) - b(s, Y2)) + 110"(S, Yl) - -  O'(S, Y2)112 
+ HIc(s, y l ) -  c(s, y2)[[[ 2 ~ kN(s)pN([yl -- y212) as[y1[, [Y2[ ~< N, 
for each N -- 1, 2, . . . ,  
where for each N pN(U) has the .4 property (see Definition 2) and kN(s) >1 0 such that 
~ku(s )ds  < ~,  for each 0 ~< T < ~ (see [Situ, 1985]). 
For arbitrary (t, x) e [0, T ] x D let 
z = Zx = inf[s > t: yt/XCD}, and z = zx = T, for inf{~b}, 
and make the additional assumption (C): 
C.1. [ f(s,x,r ,q,p)[  <<. ko(1 + Jr[ + [[ql[ + [[[P[[[). 
By Theorem 2 we have 
Lemma 5. Under the assumptions (A), (A)', (B) and (C) there exists a unique 
(x,, q,, p,)eL~:,.a([t, z]; R m) x L~:,..)([t, ]; R re®r) x o~z<:,..)([t, v]; Nm) 
satisfyin9 (from now on we denote Ys = yt/, for simplicity) 
f: X~=I~<rO(T,y,)+I~=rq~(yr)-- f ( r ,y , ,x , ,q , ,p , )d r  A~ 
-- q, dw, - p,(z)l~,(dr, dz) as t ~< s ~< T. (10) 
A'~ Az 
Proof. Actually, it is seen that X = I~< T ~(z, y,) + I,=T(YT) is Y-t., measurable and 
E IX[ 2 < ~.  Therefore Theorem 2 is applied. [] 
Now we have the following 
Theorem 6 (Ito formula). Under assumption (A), but the following condition is not 
necessary: 
a(s, x) is continuous in s, 
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if ys satisfies (9), then for  all u(s, x )6  W~'2([0, T ]  x Ed) as p > 2d + 4 one has that for  
t<~s~T 
ft sAt~ u(s A zo, Y~/x~o) - u(t, Yt) = ~z" b.... u(r, y , )dr  
fSOfz + u'~(r, y,)'tr(r, y,)dwr + (u(r, y~- + c(r, y,-, z)) 
- u(r, y,-))l~k(dr, dz), (11) 
where G ~ R d is a bounded domain, and 
To = inf(s > t: ys~G), za = T)  for  inf{~b}. 
The Ito formula for functions with Sobolev derivatives in the continuous SDE case 
was obtained by Krylov (1980), in SDE with Poisson jumps but for formula with 
mathematical expectation by Marhno (1976). Here our Ito formula is without the 
mathematical expectation. Hence we need to assume that p > 2d + 4 (but not 
p > d + 2 as in Marhno, 1976). 
Proof. By the imbedding theorem and so on one can take u, 6 C 1' 2 frO, T ] x g~d) such 
that as n ~ oo 
and 
sup lu.(t, x) - u(t, x)l ~ O, 
tE(0, T), x~O 
II u .  - u II w~ 2¢c0 ' r3 xR,) ~ 0 ,  
since (11) holds for u,. Note that the following estimate holds: fo r fe  Lp([0, T ] x G), 
p > d + 2, G c ~a is a bounded omain, and Slyl/7(dy) < oo, one has 
f t ~A T Et, x If(s, ys)lds ~< Cp, T,d Ilfll L,(tt, rlxo), (12) 
where we denote Et, xF(y . ,  to )= EF(y . ,  to )= EF(yt. '~, to). (See Marhno, 1976, The- 
orem 1). Hence it is not difficult to derive the formula for u by approximation, e.g. let 
us show that as n -* 
I n = E ( (u .  - u)(r ,  y ,  + c(r ,  y , - ,  z)) - (u .  - u)(r ,  
Jt dz 
0 (13) 
Indeed, since by (12) 
FJz E I((u. -- u)(r, y, + c(r, y,, z)) -- (u. -- u)(r, Y,))I 2I I(dz) dr 
(f ;lo ) ~ E dr lyl2/l(dy) I(u. - u)'~(r, y, + ey)]2 de 
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Cp/2,T, d yl2.~(dy)V/2 ](u, - u)'x(r, x + cty)lP dadxdr  
Cp/2,T,d lYl2/I(dy)[[un - ullw~,.2v.r]×,,)~0 as n~ + ~.  
Hence (13) holds. []  
Now we are in a position to show 
Theorem 7. Under assumptions (A), (B), (C) and (A)' if p > 2d + 4 then xt solves (8), i.e. 
X t = Et, xX t = u(t, x), (14) 
where u(t, x) satisfies (8), and xs is the unique solution of BSDE (10). 
Proof. Applying the Ito formula (Theorem 6) to u(r, y,) on r e Is A z, z], and using 
Lemma 5 the conclusion is derived. []  
Remark. By the proof of above and the imbedding theorem it yields that in the 
solution (x~, q~, p~) of (10) qs has a cadlag version u'~(s, y~)a(s, Ys) in ~9-,.,)~r2 /v  . . . .  j~ as 
t ~< s ~< T, provided that a(s, x) is jointly continuous. 
Applying Theorems 3 and 6 one can get a convergence theorem on the solutions of 
PDIEs, which seems to be not easy to derive directly from the PDE theory under such 
a weak condition. 
Assume that un( t ,x )eW~'2( [O ,  T]  X~d), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  satisfy the following 
PDIEs 
~rb .... u~(t, x) = i f ( t ,  x, u"(t, x), u~'(t,x)'a(t, x), u~(t, x + c(t, x, .)) - u~(t, x)) 
as te [0 ,  T ] ,  xeO,  
u~(T, x) = tp~(x), u"(t, x)lo° = ~k'(t, x), ~k'(T, x) = ¢p'(x)lo., 
where D is a bounded domain, ~b .... is defined in (8)1. Let 
b"Y(t, x, q, p) = -- f ' ( t ,  y, x, q, p). 
We have 
Theorem 8. Assume that all conditions in Theorem 6 hold, and assumption 1°, 2 ° and 4 ° 
in Theorem 3 for b"Y(s, x, q, p), n = O, 1 . . . . .  are satisfied uniformly with respect to 
y (e.g. 
1 ° (x, b"'Y(s, x, q,p)) <<. c(s)(1 + Ix l  2 + Ixl(llqll + IIIplll)), 
uniformly for y ~ ~a, n = O, 1, 2 . . . .  etc.); 
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Moreover, assume that for all (t, x)~ [0, T ]  x ~a 
T ° Ioc(x)l¢"(t, x)l + [q)"(x)[ ~< ko, n = 0, 1 . . . .  
and 
~o [ •"(t, x) - ~,°(t, x)llDc(x) + ]q~"(x) - ~0°(x)[ -o 0, as n ~ oo. Then for all (t, x)e 
[0, T ] x [~a 
lu"(t, x)  - u° ( t ,  x)l 2 --, 0, as  n ~ ~.  
Proof. For  any given (t, x) e [0, T ] x D by Theorem 6 as t ~< s ~< T (9) has a weak 
solution Ys, which is unique in law, and the Ito formula can be applied: 
u"(r, YO - u"(s A z, YsAO 
;/ n! = f"(r ,  y,, u"(r, y,), Ux (r, y~).a(r, y,), 
A~ 
u"(r, Yr- + c(r, y~ , ")) -- u"(r, y,-)) dr + u~'(r, y,)" a(r, y,) dw, 
Ar 
+ (u"(r, y,_ + c(r, y,-, z)) - u"(r, yr-))Nk(dr, dz) 
A~ 
n=0,  1, 2, . . . ,  
where z = zx has been defined before. By virtue of Theorem 3 as n ---, oo 
Et.xlu"(s A z, YsAr) -- uO(s A Z, YsAO[ 2 -"*0 for all t ~< s ~< T. 
Especially, let s = t, one has 
l u " ( t ,x ) -u° ( t ,x ) ]2~O,  as n~oo.  []  
Applying Theorems 4 and 6 we can also get another convergence theorem on 
solutions of PD IE  as follows: 
Theorem 9. Assume that all conditions in Theorem 6 hold, and assumptions 1 °', 2 °', and 
4 °, in Theorem 4 are satisfied, where for n = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  in 1 °', and for n = 1, 2 . . . .  in 2 °', 
both uniformly with respect to y E •d. Moreover, assume that conditions ~o and 7 ° of 
Theorem 8 holds. Then the conclusion of Theorem 8 still holds. 
Since the proof  is similar, we omit it here. 
The expression of solution to PDIE  (8) by (14) (we may call it a new Feynman-Kac  
formula) is a useful tool in the study of PDIE.  We are now going to use it to derive 
a new existence theorem for the solution of (8) with non-Lipschitzian force f (the 
function in the right side of (8)a), which seems to be difficult to derive it directly from 
the PDIE  theory. 
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Theorem 10. Under the assumption of Theorem 5 except B.I but assuming that 
B.I': in the assumption of B.1 the Lipschitzian condition for f in  (r, c, p) is relaxed to 
that f is continuous in (r, q, p) and 
-- (r  a -- rE, f  (t, x, r l, qa,Px) -- f (t, x, rE, q2, P2)) 
<~ ko(P(lrl - rEI 2) 4- Irl - rEl(LI qa - q211 4- IIIpl - p2111)), 
where p(u) has the same property as that in 2 ° of Theorem 1, and 
If(z, x, r, qx Pl) - - f ( t ,  x, r, q2,  P2)I ~< ko(ll qa - q2  tl 4- [lip1 - p2  III), 
in addition, assume that 
If(t, x, r, q, P)I ~< ko; 
then the conclusion of Theorem 5 still holds. 
Proof. Denote the smoothness o f f  with respect o the variable r by f" .  Using Theorem 
1,2 1, 5, one gets a unique solution u"(t, x )e  Wp ( = Wp 2(['0, T]  x Ra]) satisfying (8) with 
respect o the given (f",  q~, ~O), and one can select a subsequence of {u ~} (denote it by 
{u ~} again) such that as n --* oo 
1,2 u" -* u °, weakly in Wp . 
Applying Lemma 5 and Theorem 7 for each n -- 0, 1 2 . . . .  , there exists a unique 
solution x=" for BSDE (10) with respect o the given (~O, (p,f") such that u"(t, x) = 17, 
n = l, 2, . . . .  Since by Theorem 4 it yields that I x7 - x°l 2 _, 0, as n -* oo. Hence it is 
not difficult to derive that u" - ,  u °, in w 1/2 . .p  , as n-*  oo. Moreover, u°(t, x) = x °. 
Therefore, from the limit one obtains that (8) has a solution u°(t, x )e  W~ "2 for the 
given (f, (0, ~b). 
Uniqueness. Since by assumption on fo  = f for each (t, x)e [0, T ] x D the solution 
0 0 (x=, q=, p°)eL~9-j([t, z]; R ' )  x L~Zy,.,)([t, z]; R "®')  x ~:r,.,)([t, z]; IR'), t ~< s <~ z, for (10) 
must be unique. Hence the solution of (8) u(t, x) = x ° is also unique. []  
We can also get another existence theorem on (8) with non-Lipschitzian f but 
stronger assumption on a u and without Lipschitzian condition on f to q, which can be 
proved without the help of BSDE. But the new Feynman-Kac  formula still holds. 
Theorem 11. Under the assumption of Theorem 5 except B.1 but assuming that B.I" in 
the assumption B.1 the Lipschitzian condition for f in (r, q, p) is relaxed to that f is 
continuous in (r, q, p) and 
- (r l  - rE, f  (t, x, rt,  qa, Pl) - f ( t ,  x, r2, q2, P2)) 
<~ ko(p(Ir l  - -  r212) + Irl -- r21(ll qx -- q211 4- IIIPl - -  P2111)), 
where p(u) has the same property as that in Theorem 10, and 
If(t, x, r, q, Pl) - f (t, x, r, q, P2)) ~< kolllPl - P2111; (15) 
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in addition, assume that daij/dXk, i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  d exist and are bounded, 
la'xl ~< ko; 
moreover, 
If(t, x, r, q, P)I ~ ko, 
then the conclusion of Theorem 10 still holds. 
Remark 1. Conditions in Theorem 11 except (15) are stronger than that in Theorem 
10. But (15) is weaker than the condition thatf is Lipschitzian with respect o q and p. 
Since the proof of Theorem 11 is standard, we omit it here. 
It is well known that the Krylov estimate (Krylov, 1980) is a powerful tool in the 
stochastic analysis and its applications. The crucial assumption in it is that the 
diffusion coefficient in the related SDE should be uniformly non-degenerate. Since 
now q, in our BSDE can be degenerate, hence it seems to be impossible to get a Krylov 
type estimate related to the BSDE. Anyway, by means of the relation of PDIE and 
BSDE with jumps we do have a similar estimate, call it a weak form of Krylov 
estimate related to the BSDE, which may be useful for the stochastic analysis and its 
applications. 
Theorem 12. (A weak form of Krylov estimate). Under the assumption of Theorem 7 
for the solution (x~, qs, P~) of BSDE (10) one has 
f; E,.x If(s, y~, xs, q~, p~('))lds 
<<. kr.p.d l[ f(r, y, u(r, y), u'~(r, y) " a(r, y), u(r, y + c(r, y, ")) -- u(r, Y)) l[ L,, 
where ys is the solution of(9), Lp = Lp([0, T ]  × D), 
z = inf(s > t: ys~D); z = T, for inf{~b}. 
and 0 <<. kr.p,d is a universal constant, u(t, x) is the solution of PDIE  (8) related to f, and 
D is a bounded domain in ~d. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 of Marhno (1976) and Theorem 7 here one has 
E~.x If(s, ys, xs, qs, p~('))lds 
I; = Et.v If (s, y~, u(s, ys), u" (s, ys) " a(s, y~), u(s, x~ + c(s, ys, " )) - u(s, y~))Ms, 
<<. kr.p.d II f(r, y, u(r, y), u'~(r, y)" e(r, y), u(r, y + c(r, y, ")) -- u(r, y))II L,, [] 
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